ASK FOR SENTRICON .
®

IT’S YOUR HOME.

PROTECT IT

THE SENTRICON® SYSTEM
HOW IT WORKS.

FROM
AN
AROUND-THE-CLOCK

The Sentricon® system is like no other termite control.
It uses termites’ very nature — their constant foraging
in search of food — against them. Worker termites find
the bait in the Sentricon stations while foraging, and
share it with the queen and other colony members.
Sentricon stops the process of molting which ultimately
affects the queen and reproduction and kills the
workers. The colony then crumbles and is eliminated.

EATING

MACHINE.

SENTRICON STATIONS ARE PLACED
IN THE SOIL AROUND YOUR HOME.
Sentricon
Station

Porch

Home

Garage

I’ve always heard the
saying, ‘The house you live in
either has termites or it’s going to
have termites.’

I WOULD RECOMMEND
SENTRICON so that if you have
that house that doesn’t have
termites, it will stay that way.

– SCOTT B.

Homeowner, Perry, FL
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Eat. It’s what termites do. They tunnel from colonies
hidden underground through the soil to find sources
of food – including your home. The Sentricon® system
uses this constant foraging, their very nature, against
them. They prefer Recruit® HD, the bait used in
Sentricon, nearly 10x more than wood, so they eat it
instead of your house. And when they eat it, they can’t
molt. And when they can’t molt, they die.
Eliminate the Colony. Eliminate the Queen. Protect
Your Largest Investment.

YOUR HOME'S INSPECTION REPORT.

GET THE FACTS. STOP THE ATTACK.

Name:
Address:
Phone:
Email:

Conducive Factors Around Your Home:
 Tree stump in yard
 Trees and shrubs
 A/C unit discharge line
 Pool/pond
 Shaded area near foundation
 Wood siding
 Wood pile
 Pine needles
 Ivy on structure
 Outdoor lighting line
 Sprinkler system
 Expansion joint
 Wooden deck
 Stucco below grade
 Wood mulch
 Leaves
Other/Notes:










Garden
Flower bed
Moist soil
Wooden fence
Shed/detached garage

HIGH RISK
12+
MODERATE RISK
6-12

Crawl space

FAIR RISK

Weep holes

1-5

Down Spouts

KNOW YOUR CASTE OF CHARACTERS.

TERMITES LIVE WHERE YOU DO

Termites have thrived since the days of the dinosaurs. Over thousands of years, termite caste roles have evolved in a
highly efficient and effective way. This has allowed termites to work together as a colony to thrive and survive. It's no
wonder why they've been around for longer than 250 million years!
QUEEN
Capable of laying millions of eggs.
KING
Reproduces with the queen.
SOLDIERS
Defend the colony against
predators, like ants.
SWARMERS
Fly off and start new colonies — just
hundreds of feet from your home.
WORKERS
Forage the length of a football
field looking for food —
24/7/365.

SLIGHT

MODERATE

HEAVY

VERY HEAVY

